
Delegation Secrets for Women Law
Firm Owners Who Do Too Much

7 Delegation Mistakes Women Bosses Make and How to Avoid Them

Most women law firm owners I meet are still doing way too much of
the day-to-day activities in their law firm business—even ones who
think they are delegating.

While you can scale your law firm business from $0 to $500,000 with
just you and a paralegal, and maybe an assistant, the closer you get to
half a million, the more burnt out you (and your small team) will feel.
What's more, you’ll never get to a million dollars or multiple millions in
your business without the help of other skilled and capable people.

Based on my 9 years’ experience coaching women business owners,
women law firm owners, in particular, I have discovered there are
about 7 reasons why most women bosses fail to delegate effectively.

My goal in sharing these delegation mistakes is so you may identify the
ones you may be making and transform your mindset and behavior.
When you do, you will be amazed at how quickly you also will
transform your law firm business and your life.



Not being clear on what is delegable.

The first step to good delegation habits is to have a clear

understanding of what is the highest and best use of your

time and what can and should be delegated to others.

It’s tempting when a task only takes 10 to 15 minutes just

to do it yourself. In fact, many women law firm owners say

to me: “It’s just faster to do it myself than to train someone

else to do it.”

That may be true in the short term, but, if you ever want to

scale your law firm business to the point it can generate

wealth without your day-to-day involvement, you must

learn to change your thinking and your behavior around this

issue. Taking a little more time now to train others, over the

life of your business, will help you reclaim hours and hours

of your time—time better spent on high-value activities.

3

MISTAKE #1
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To put it another way: Those “It only takes 10 minutes

activities add up very quickly and before you know it, you’ve

spent hours 10-minuting yourself to death!

One of the best ways I’ve found to get clarity on what can

and should be delegated is the A-B-C method. Grab a

yellow legal pad and draw three columns. Label the first

column A, the second B, and the third C. Now, in the A

column, write down all those activities that, not only do you

love to do, but that are the highest and best use of your

time. These are the activities you feel provide the most

value for your position in the firm. High-value activities may

be keeping and holding your vision for your law firm

business, inspiring others to follow, rainmaking, and any

high-level legal work that excites you. If your law firm is still

small enough not to have cultivated other leaders, then you

also will be responsible for managerial tasks.

MISTAKE #1
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MISTAKE #1
Remember: Great teams are only great if they have great

leaders. In fact, Jocko Willink and Leif Babbin say in their

book “Extreme Ownership” that there are no bad teams,

only bad leaders.

In column B, write down all the tasks and activities you do in

your firm that, while you may be good at them, could easily

be done by others below your pay grade. Or done

excellently by others who specialize in these skills instead

of just good. Also, write down all the tasks that you are

good at but don’t really love to do. 

Now, in column C, write down all those tasks that you

either hate to do or suck at doing or that you would not pay

someone at your hourly rate to do. Once you are done, it’s

time to start delegating everything in column C within the

next 24 hours.
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MISTAKE #1
After all of column C is delegated, then start working on

delegating column B. This may take a little more time as you

may need to find a more skilled person to take on some of

these tasks, or you may need to spend more time training

and managing.

Until you get clarity on what is the highest and best use of

your time, you will continue to spin your wheels, thinking

everything on your task list is of equal importance.
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MISTAKE #2
Thinking you are the best person for every job in your
law firm business.

Mistake number two can keep us from executing on the A,

B, C exercise. And while, if someone asked you if you

thought you were the best person to do every job in your

law firm business, you likely would say “No, of course not!”

Your actions say otherwise.

For example, I’ve met many lawyers who do their own

drafting because they think their paralegals are not capable

of doing the task sufficiently. I’ve also met many lawyers

who waited too long to hire associates because they don’t

think anyone can take care of their clients as well as they do.

One former client of mine insisted to me that she was the

best person to call the vendor about a broken piece of office

equipment even though she had two staffers who could

have easily done the job.
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MISTAKE #2
Website building, copy writing, bookkeeping, and social

media content creation are just some of the many tasks the

law firm owners should not be. Yet, I’ve met so many who

still cling to these tasks like the are their first-born child!

While you may have the intelligence to learn these skills (or

may even know them already), it does not mean you should

be doing these activities for your business. Even if you do

them well, you likely will not do them as well as someone

who is trained and experienced in these areas. And, by

delegating them, you surely will pay less than the cost of you

at your hourly rate doing them.

One woman law firm owner told me “But, Davina, I love to

make memes and posts for my business. I sit up at night and

do it. It relaxes me.” That’s great if she wants to spend her

time that way. However, as soon as she gets busy, what do

you think one of the first things to go will be? Her social

media marketing, of course!
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MISTAKE #2
Not to mention that she is not a professional marketer who

thinks strategically about social media marketing. By doing

it herself, she’s losing out on an opportunity to use social

media as well as she could to help her develop high-quality

leads.

Yes, you may be smarter than the average bear (all lawyers

think we are!), and capable of learning all sorts of skills if you

had the time, but if you ever want time freedom as well as

money freedom, you must understand that not only are you

not the best person for every job in your business, you are

probably the best person for only one or two jobs in your

business.

Figure out what those are and then delegate the rest to

others who are better suited to handle these tasks.

I promise you’ll not only be happier, but also make more

money and have more free time!
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MISTAKE #3
No clear system for delegating and follow-up.

If you want to get really good at delegating, you must

approach delegation in a systematic way. It is not enough to

scream out to your assistant: “Hey, Betty, can you do this for

me?!” While that may work in emergencies or the short

term, it will not be a solution that works for the long term.

Instead, consider using sharable project management tools

that allow you not only to assign tasks your team can then

access, but to monitor all activity so you can ensure that

what you have assigned is getting done in the time frame

and manner you require.

It is not uncommon for women law firm owners to delegate

and then forget about a task, assuming their team is on it

and getting it done, only to find out later it was not

completed.
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MISTAKE #3
Often, when this happens, the boss gets angry at the

employee, but never stops to question their role in the

debacle.

There are two key principles to effective management. The

first is “Clear Expectations.” This means it is your job to set

very clear expectations not only about what task is to be

done, but also how and when you expect it to be done. 

Hear me now: If you are not setting deadlines for each task

and then holding your team accountable to meeting those

deadlines, then you are not being an effective manager.

The second principle is “Routine Reporting.” This means that

you have created a system and set the expectation that your

team use this system to routinely report their progress back

to you.
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MISTAKE #3
Routine reporting can occur through a project management

tool such as Asana or Monday.com (or your case

management if you’ve set your firm up as a client in your

system), or regular meetings, or email (not the best way).

Regardless of the tools you choose, you must remember

that just like every other process in your law firm business,

effective delegating requires a system—and one you may

need to tweak a few times until you get it right.
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MISTAKE #4
Not being organized enough in your work habits to
delegate efficiently and consistently.

To be a good delegator, you must be organized in your

thoughts and work habits. If you haven’t thought through all

that needs to be done, the manner in which it needs to be

done, who should do it, the deadline required, and the tools

needed prior to delegating, you are still going to be too

involved in the process to make delegation worthwhile. You

must have all the answers ready for your team at the outset,

so they do not need to keep interrupting you to “ask a quick

question.”

Lack of organization for delegating is a common problem.

Most of us work according to our own internal moods and

“systems,” ones that other people cannot adopt unless they

can somehow read our minds. This is often one of the

biggest impediments to delegation.
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MISTAKE #4
If we did not know it before, the pandemic revealed to that,

as more and more of us have had to work with remote

employees or virtual independent contractors, we needed

to up our delegation preparation game.

We’ve realized that when we can’t just walk down the hall or

schedule an impromptu meeting with a team member or

team members to get tasks done, we needed to be more

organized so that when we do meet with a team member,

we are fully prepared.

We must have a clear delegation plan with all the pieces and

parts gathered that we will need to pass off to the remote

worker. We’ve also must allow time in our deadline for them

to get work back to us and still allow ourselves time to

review and have changes made.
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MISTAKE #4
All of this challenges us to become more organized prior to

passing off work. Taking the time to create systems in which

others may participate will go a long way in getting day-to-

day chores off your plate. There are ways to do this

manually and with automation.

The key is to take the time to map out the process so you

and your team members all clearly understand not only

what needs to be done and by when and whom, but also the

interconnectedness of your efforts. If one person does not

do their part, everyone suffers, and the team ultimately fails.

 I love mind mapping or workflows as a great way to capture

any process. It is a tremendous tool to help with delegation.

Try it now. Think of something you need to delegate and

then use a mind-mapping tool to help you create a flow

chart.
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MISTAKE #5
No one to delegate to (team too small).

This seems to be the biggest challenge of all when it comes

to delegation. For how can you delegate if you have no one

to whom you can delegate?

Even if you have a couple of team members, or a few

vendors, your firm likely is not at the capacity you need it to

be to achieve your big, audacious goals.

One issue that has cropped up again and again for small law

firm owners is the issue of hiring. It seems there are so few

people responding to job postings for law firm help, and the

ones who do may not be that qualified.

Or, if you find someone qualified, it’s hard to snap them up

fast enough before they take another offer.
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MISTAKE #5
This is such an important issue and one that is critical for

you to resolve if you want to create a profitable, sustainable

law firm business that you can leave for extended periods of

time and not worry that it will all fall apart in your absence.

 

Many women law firm owners have stated to me in

frustration: “It seems like no one wants to work anymore!”

For that reason, I have created an entire training just on

hiring alone. It’s called: How to Hire for Your Law Firm

When ‘No One Wants to Work,’ and it is all about how you

can proactively attract a team of high performers who are

equipped to help you scale your law firm business to and

thru $1M with total ease.

You can access it here.
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MISTAKE #6
Not creating a system for training, teaching, mentoring,
and managing your team.

Just as we need a clear plan, process, and system for

delegating, we also need a plan to train, teach, mentor, and

manage our team and their assignments.

One women law firm owner I know delegates often but is

not the best at following up with her team or managing

them. For example, if they miss deadlines, she has no plan

for consequences.

Now, they do not take her delegation seriously because

there have been so many times that she’s delegated but not

required them to follow thru. Also, she often delegates on

the fly, leading her team to feel frustrated, overwhelmed

and confused by too much on their plate and too many

conflicting deadlines.
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MISTAKE #6
They seem to not know how to prioritize or ask for her help

to prioritize, and she does not seem to be aware they are

upset or frustrated until it is too late. They wait until their

frustration builds and then yell at her and threaten to quit.

Some of them do quit. Others just continue to ignore her

and do their own thing. They do just enough that she feels

she would be cutting her nose off to spite her face if she

fired them.

In her attempts to avoid being a micro-manager, she has

swung too far in the other direction and has become a

‘hands off” manager. When she does check in with her team

and they have not done their jobs fully or correctly, her

threats are idle because of her fear of not having any “warm

bodies” to help if she upsets them. Her inadequate (or

barely adequate) team is holding her hostage.
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MISTAKE #6
Part of the reason she operates in this fashion is that she is

still the only attorney in her law firm business, and

therefore, is still doing too much of the work herself. It

leaves her very little time (or energy, for that matter) to

manage her non-attorney staff. She tells me it feels

exhausting to keeping going through the hiring process as

well.

The answer for her lies in her ability to hire more associates,

which will allow her to pull herself out of the day-to-day

practice and focus on becoming a better manager. To get

there, she either needs to make a decision to prioritize

hiring or to hire someone (an independent HR professional

perhaps) to help her hire.
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MISTAKE #6
If you want to successfully delegate tasks you should not be

doing so you have more time to focus on your highest

priorities, you must begin to realize that your role is no

longer the doer, but the leader and manager.

You must shift to teaching, training, and mentoring, and

holding people accountable for their work. You will need to

learn to hire well and then fire non-performers and toxic

workers quickly, so they do not spread their bad habits to

others.
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MISTAKE #7
Taking it all back when someone disappoints you.

Lastly, if you are a “take it all back” person, then my advice to

you is to stop this habit immediately. A “take it all back”

person is someone who assigns a task to another but does

not follow up in a timely manner only to discover just before

something is due that it has been done incorrectly.

Instead of taking responsibility for not properly managing

the team member or allowing enough time to check the

team member’s work and teach them how to course correct,

the “take it all back” person jumps straight into a martyr role

and say things like: “I guess if I want it done right, I’ll just

have to do it myself!” (I’m not judging as I’ve been there

myself!)
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MISTAKE #7
You will never grow—either personally or professionally—if

you do not rid yourself of this knee-jerk instinct. It is hubris

to think we are the only ones who can do the work of our

firm.

It may be that we are far more experienced and

knowledgeable than others but that does not excuse us

from not teaching and mentoring so others can learn and

develop the same level of knowledge and experience.

By taking something back when others have failed, you not

only have destroyed your efforts to work only in the highest

and best use of your time, you also have demoralized the

person who has failed to perform.
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MISTAKE #7
Imagine, instead, a world where you are staying on top of

what your people are doing and how they are doing it, and

allowed enough time in the schedule to educate them on

how to correct their mistakes—and then let them go do that.

I remember when I was a child, my sisters and I were

required to wash the dishes after dinner. One would wash,

another would rinse, and the third would dry the dishes and

put them away. My mother gave the rinser strict orders: If

the dish is still dirty when you go to rinse it, you are to drop

it back in the dishwasher’s sink! 

The same goes for the person who was drying and putting

dishes away. If the dish still had food stuck on it after

passing thru the hands of the washer and the rinser, then it

when right back in the dishwasher’s sink to be washed again. 
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MISTAKE #7
How many times do you think we had to go through that

process before no dishes left the dishwasher’s sink half

clean? I can tell you it wasn’t more than a couple of times

before we had the whole system down pat! It’s the same

with your employees. 

You must learn that when they hand you a work product

with mistakes, you job is not to correct the mistakes

yourself but to kick it back to them until they get it right!
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Now that you have reviewed these top seven mistakes, take

a few minutes to identify the ones that resonate the most

with you, and then begin to take action immediately. If you

simply address one mistake a month, in seven months,

imagine the transformation in your business! Want to do it

more quickly, set a goal of addressing one a week for seven

weeks. As you progress, let me know how it is going. Email

me at davina@wealthywomanlawyer.com with the subject

line: "Delegation.'" 

Also, be sure to check out my new training: “How to Hire for

Your Law Firm When ‘No One Wants to Work,’” if you need

help building out a top performing team. A top performing

team is a MUST if you want to scale your law firm business

to and thru $1M in gross revenue without burning yourself

out. Happy delegating!

YOUR HOMEWORK

TAKE ME TO THE FREE TRAINING NOWClick here
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Welcome to the Wealthy Woman Lawyer
community. I'm Davina Frederick, a Florida-licensed
attorney, law firm growth strategist, and founder of
Wealthy Woman Lawyer. Wealthy Woman Lawyer
is a coaching and consulting company that helps
women law firm owners develop a growth strategy
for their law firm businesses so they can scale them
to and thru $1M in gross revenue with total ease.

Fifteen years ago, I launched my first law firm right
out of law school at the age of 40. Man, I wish I
knew then what I know now! Because although I
grew that law firm quickly and successfully, it
wasn't too long before I was completely burnt out. I
wound up selling my share to my law partner and
starting all over again with a new, virtual firm in
2011.

This time, it was a completely different experience
as I had hired coaches to help me figure out all I did
not know that I did not know about running a
wealth-generating business without working
yourself to death in the process.

For the past 9 years (almost 10!), I've been sharing
all that I've learned with other women law firm
owners who need to know this information, too. To
date, I've helped hundreds of women law firm
owners with various aspects of creating and scaling
their own wealth-generating law firms. To learn
more about me and Wealthy Woman Lawyer, visit
my website at www.wealthywomanlawyer.com

ABOUT DAVINA
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